RealFlight X
RealFlight Options for Every Pilot

Full features, flawless physics, and total control

RealFlight has more than ever before. The supreme physics which have always drawn pilots to RealFlight are back and further improved with upgraded graphics, driven by UNIGINE. Fly through a world detailed down to the last blade of grass, and do it effortlessly. Accessing RealFlight is easier than ever. An intuitive interface gets you up and flying in moments.

Once you’re in, the unbounded flying sites—especially the 8 million acre Sierra Nevada site—will astound and draw you in with their detail. Numerous fan-favorite sites are remastered. Plus, over fifty new aircraft, detailed to the panel lines and rivets, await your every command.

Available: October
GPMZ4540  RealFlight Software and Interlink Elite  $179.99

RF-X Features
- Unparalleled physics make RealFlight the #1 RC flight simulator on the market
- Simple, intuitive interface—zero learning curve, zero hassle
- Unprecedented, immersive graphics driven by UNIGINE
- Hone your drone flying with the most advanced simulations offered by RealFlight ever
- Real-life flying locales like Wasserkuppe in Germany and the Castle in Calahorra
- An experience as rich as real life—trees in all shades and shapes, humidity haze, sunlight glare and night time flight
- Fly without boundaries in the Sierra Nevada—8 million acres of soaring
- Hone your FPV flying skills with intricate drone race courses as detailed as being at the field
- Remastered flying sites like Joe’s Garage bring nostalgic locales to new life
- Tier-system game-like challenges to refine your flying skills
Software Version only
Pick up the newest version of the most popular RC Flight Simulator on the market! With this version, you get all the detail, realism, and fun of RF-X and can fly with any of our great control accessories.

GPMZ4548 RealFlight X Software Only Version $99.99

Wireless Interface only
- Easy to use—just plug in and link up!
- Gain experience in RealFlight with the same transmitter you take to the field
- Compatible with all SLT transmitters or virtually any transmitter with the AnyLink 2
- Full wireless freedom to fly from wherever you want

GPMZ5020 Wireless Interface Only $29.99

Interlink-X Controller only
- Reset/Rewind button for replaying your victories or reversing your crashes—a RealFlight exclusive!
- Zero wear and tear on your field transmitter
- Easy control of most simulator functions right from the controller
- 10-channel capability for effortless control of everything from ailerons to arsenals
- Built-in sliders help drone pilots zero their cameras in for the best shots

GPMZ5000 Interlink-X Controller Only $89.99

Wired Interface only
- Easy to use—just plug in!
- Gain experience in RealFlight with the same transmitter you take to the field
- Compatible with virtually any transmitter
- Reset/Rewind button for replaying victories or reversing crashes

GPMZ5024 Wired Interface Only $39.99